UAIR provides data that empowers campus decision makers, informs policy, and tells the Arizona story.

WHO WE ARE

University Analytics & Institutional Research (UAIR) is a division of the Office of the CIO and the facilitator of the university’s Enterprise Data Warehouse. We empower University of Arizona decision makers to leverage data, information, and analytics to inform policies and practices to benefit students and institutions on campus. UAIR brings together analysts, data warehousing, developers, and a focus on the customer experience under one umbrella. Not only does UAIR provide data tools, we deliver data literacy opportunities, training, and even one-on-one support to ensure campus can make data informed decisions.

uair.arizona.edu
Dive into the UAri zona Story

Serving as an important historical document for our institution, the University of Arizona Interactive Fact Book provides a comprehensive and focused snapshot of data for the institution’s core reporting areas, including Student, Employee, Finance, and Research. UAIR has published the Interactive Fact Book data in a dynamic format that allows users to filter aggregate totals based on their specific populations of interest.

The Interactive Fact Book is publicly available and is a key component of UAIR’s goal for transparent and accessible data.

Your Gateway to University Data

Launched in 2021, Arizona Profiles is a series of UAccess Analytics dashboards designed to broaden data accessibility for campus users and enhance the way senior leadership interacts with university data.

The eleven Arizona Profiles offer a diverse palette of information across key areas beneficial to most decision makers. Users can easily find trends and figures in areas such as workforce, faculty, demographics, students, and financials. A user-friendly design was a key pillar of the project that prioritized readability, clean tables and graphs, and relevant information immediately available at the top level. Each profile includes a reference guide explaining the purpose and content of the selected dashboard. If needed, users can click on links to access additional panels and dashboards to view source information and in-depth data.

To access Arizona Profiles, provisioned users must log in to UAccess Analytics via VPN. Not provisioned? If your role requires access, log on to AccessFlow and submit a request for UAccess Analytics. Start exploring Arizona data today!